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a cyber attack exposes mi7s field agents, forcing the agency to reinstate older inactive agents,
including johnny english. now working as a geography teacher, he secretly trains his students in

espionage. english accidentally incapacitates the other retired agents, leaving him alone to accept
the mission. he insists on the services of his old sidekick jeremy bough, still an mi7 clerk. collecting

their equipment, including explosive jelly babies and a tracker disguised as a sherbet fountain,
english and bough leave behind their mobile phones and drive an old aston martin to the source of
the attack in france. a cyber-attack exposes mi7s field agents, forcing the agency to reinstate older

inactive agents, including johnny english. now working as a geography teacher, he secretly trains his
students in espionage. english accidentally incapacitates the other retired agents, leaving him alone
to accept the mission. he insists on the services of his old sidekick jeremy bough, still an mi7 clerk.

collecting their equipment, including explosive jelly babies and a tracker disguised as a sherbet
fountain, english and bough leave behind their mobile phones and drive an old aston martin to the
source of the attack in france. nonton johnny english strikes again (2018) subtitle indonesia imdb

johnny english movie tells the story of an agent mi7 named johnny english which has ridiculous in its
action to uncover a case. it is still played by rowan atkinson as the main characters by presenting
other players such as ben miller (the escape, paddington 2) as angus bough a back playing in the

film proceed first filmed role after he did not appear in the movie both because it wasnt cut.
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the secret services last
hope. called out of

retirement, english dives
head first into action with

the mission to find the
mastermind hacker. as a
man with few skills and

analogue methods, johnny
english must overcome the

challenges of modern
technology to make this

mission a success. nonton
johnny english strikes again

(2018) subtitle indonesia
imdb the third installment
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of the johnny english
comedy series, with rowan
atkinson returning as the

much loved accidental
secret agent. the new

adventure begins when a
cyber-attack reveals the

identity of all active
undercover agents in
britain, leaving johnny
english as the secret

services last hope. called
out of retirement, english
dives head first into action
with the mission to find the
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mastermind hacker. imdb
rating: 6.2duration: 1h

29mingenre: action,advent
ure,comedyrelease date: 26
october 2018 (usa)director:
david kerrfilm stars: rowan

atkinson,ben miller,olga
kurylenkolanguage: hindi +
englishquality/size: bluray

480p [289mb] 720p
[831mb]format: mkvmovie
plot: after a cyber-attack

reveals the identity of all of
the active undercover

agents in britain, johnny
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english (rowan atkinson) is
forced to come out of
retirement to find the
mastermind hacker.
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